Abstract-The radio link-level delay statistics in a wireless network using adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), weighted round-robin (WRR) scheduling, and automatic repeat request-based error control is analyzed in this letter. WRR scheduling can be used for service differentiation similar to that achievable by using the generalized processor sharing scheduling discipline. The analytical framework presented in this letter captures physical and radio link-level aspects of a multirate multiuser wireless network (e.g., general fading model, AMC, scheduling, error control) in a unified way. It can be used for admission control and cross-layer design under statistical delay constraints. The analytical results are validated by simulations. Typical numerical results are presented, and their useful implications on the system performance are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NTEGRATION of data communications services into wireless networks has received increasing interest from the research community in recent years. An efficient analytical tool for performance investigation at the link layer plays a key role in engineering the wireless system and predicting the higher layer protocol performance (e.g., the transmission control protocol (TCP) performance). Analysis for link-layer automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocols was done extensively in the past ( [1] , [2] , and references therein). Most of the previous works in the literature, however, assumed either an independent or two-state Markov channel, which allows only a single packet to be transmitted over the channel in one time slot. In fact, most (if not all) 2.5/3G wireless networks employ multirate transmission by using adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) [3] , [4] . Furthermore, the existing analysis for ARQ protocols is mainly for a single-user scenario. Developing a cross-layer (physical and radio link) analytical framework for multirate transmission in a multiuser environment is still an open and interesting research problem.
Implementation of differentiated services with guaranteed quality of service (QoS) in wireless networks has been another research focus recently. The generalized processor sharing (GPS) scheduling discipline [7] (also known as the weighted fair queueing) has been widely studied as an efficient way to implement differentiated services in a multiuser environment. It can guarantee the throughput share proportional to the assigned weight of each user. Unfortunately, the exact delay statistics for this scheduling cannot be found, and only deterministic or statistical delay bounds can be derived [7] , [8] . These delay bounds may not be very tight, which may lead to low resource use. It was shown in [7] that compared with the GPS scheme, the weighted round-robin (WRR) scheduling is simpler to implement. However, the performances of these two scheduling schemes are very close to each other.
In this letter, we present a cross-layer (physical and radio link) analytical framework for radio link-level performance evaluation. In the physical layer, AMC is employed where the number of transmitted packets in one time slot varies depending on the channel condition. The channel is modeled by a finite-state Markov channel (FSMC) model [5] , [6] . An ARQ protocol is employed in the link layer to counteract the residual error of an error-correction code in the physical layer. The exact queue length and delay distributions are then derived analytically. To show the usefulness of the presented model, admission control for delay-constrained applications and cross-layer design examples are illustrated.
The rest of this letter is organized as follows. System model and assumptions are described in Section II. In Section III, the queueing problem is formulated and solved to obtain the desired performance metrics. The numerical and simulation results are presented in Section IV. Conclusions are stated in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
Suppose that there are separate radio link-level queues at the base station (BS) which correspond to different mobile users. One common channel for downlink transmission is shared by all users in a time-division multiplexing (TDM) fashion. The transmission time is slotted, and a WRR scheduler is used to schedule transmissions corresponding to the different mobiles. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there are only two classes of users: high priority (class one) and low priority (class two). High-priority and low-priority users receive two and one service slots in one cycle, respectively. One cycle is defined to be the smallest interval with time slot assignments for all users, and it repeats periodically.
The receiver decodes the received packets and sends negative acknowledgments (NACKs) to the transmitter, asking for retransmission of the erroneous packets (if any). In this letter, an error-free and instantaneous feedback channel is assumed, so that the transmitter knows exactly if there is any transmission error at the end of each service time slot. This assumption holds 0090-6778/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE in many cases, because the propagation delay and the processing time for the error-detection code can be very small in comparison with the time-slot interval. In fact, the effect of feedback errors can be easily included in the channel model, as in [1] . The delay obtained in this letter, therefore, can be regarded as the lower bound of the delay obtained with these effects.
AMC is employed in the physical layer with transmission modes corresponding to different channel states. We assume that, when the channel is in state , the transmitter transmits packets. We further assume that (i.e., the transmitter does not transmit in channel state zero to avoid the high probability of transmission errors) and . The channel-state information (CSI) is fed back to the transmitter to choose the suitable transmission mode. The feedback channel, therefore, carries both CSI for AMC and ACK/NACK for the ARQ protocol.
To capture the variations of the multistate Nakagami fading channel, we employ the FSMC model [6] . The received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
is partitioned into intervals, each of which corresponds to a particular channel state. Each channel state corresponds to a unique transmission mode of AMC in the physical layer. The average packet-error rate (PER) for mode (PER ) can be calculated as in [4] . Let ( ) denote the transition probability from state to state of the channel transition matrix , which has order
. If the thresholds of the received SNR are determined, can be calculated as in [4] , where transitions are only allowed among the neighboring states [4] - [6] . Specifically, the channel transition matrix has the following form:
III. FORMULATION OF THE QUEUEING MODEL
A. Queueing Model and Analysis
The queueing analysis for a target queue can be performed by using a vacation queueing model. While a particular target user is served in his assigned slots, the queue is assumed to be in service; otherwise, it is said to be on vacation. Since the queueing performances for mobile users of each class are statistically the same, we focus on one user from each class only. In the following, we analyze the queueing performance for each user class separately. For convenience, let the service period start from slot one of each cycle for each user class. Assuming that there are high-priority users and low-priority users, one cycle consists of time slots. The queueing problem for both classes of users can be modeled in discrete time with one time interval equal to one time slot. Packet arrival is described by a batch Markovian arrival process (BMAP), which is represented by substochastic matrices ( ), each of which has order [9] . The elements represent the transition from phase to phase with arriving packets. With this traffic modeling, there are at most arriving packets in one time slot, and the correlation in the traffic arrival process is captured by the arrival phases. The buffer is assumed to be finite with a size of packets. We assume that packets arriving during time interval cannot be served until time interval at the earliest. Furthermore, packet transmissions in a time slot are assumed to finish before arriving packets enter the queue. Any arriving packet which sees the full buffer will be lost.
The discrete-time Markov chain (MC) describing the system has state space where is the number of packets in the queue, is the arrival phase, is the slot in a particular cycle, and is the channel state, all at time . The number of packets transmitted in the service time slot is . Let and denote the transition matrix and a generic system state for this MC, respectively, and let denote the transition of this MC from state to state . For fixed and , the probabilities corresponding to these state transitions can be written in matrix blocks , which correspond to transitions in level of the transition matrix. Thus, level of the transition matrix represents the system-state transitions where there are packets in the queue before the transitions.
The transition matrix describing the MC is written in (2) for and , and is shown at the bottom of the next page. In (2), the system-state transitions are represented by for and by for . These matrix blocks capture the transitions among the arrival phases, the slot number in a cycle, and the channel states for the target queue. Note that there are at most arriving packets, and at most packets can be successfully transmitted in one time slot. Therefore, the transitions can go up by at most levels, and go down by at most levels.
As will be seen later, for level , the state-transition probabilities are independent of level index . Therefore, for brevity, we omit the level index in the matrix blocks. Since there are arrival phases, channel states, and a cycle consists of slots, the order of the matrix blocks and is , where . The steady-state probability vector , where corresponds to level of the transition matrix, can be found by blocking the transition matrix to obtain a quasi-birth and death (QBD) process as in [9] and [10] . Now, we derive the matrix blocks for the transition matrix in (2). Let PER be the probability of transmission failure when the channel is in state . Assuming that the transmission outcomes of consecutive packets are independent, the probability that packets are correctly received, given that packets were transmitted when the channel state is , can be written as Let us define the following matrices.
• are matrices of order whose elements represent the probability that packets are successfully transmitted in a particular service slot, given that there were packets in the queue before transmission and the channel changes from state to state .
• ( ) are matrices of order whose elements , represent the probability that packets are successfully transmitted, given that there were packets in the queue before transmission, and the channel changes from state to state during the evolution from slot to slot of a cycle for a class-user .
• ( ) are matrices of order which have the same structure as and capture the time slot and the channel evolution in the vacation slot(s) for a class-user. We can calculate as follows: 
Then, we have and (10) where . Each of these matrices has blocks of rows. Each block of rows captures the evolution of the channel states in a particular time slot of a cycle. Now, the matrix blocks of the transition matrix in (2) can be written as follows: Fig. 1 . Delay modeling for a low-priority user.
B. Delay Distribution for a Low-Priority User
In this section, we derive the delay distribution for an arriving packet to the queue of a low-priority user. The delay is the time for all packets ahead of the target packet (if any) and itself successfully leaving the queue. Because a low-priority user is assumed to receive service in slot one of a cycle, counting from the end of the arrival slot, the target queue may have to be idle for a while before it is served for the first time. Let the arrival slot be numbered as slot zero, and it is not included in the delay calculation. To avoid confusion, we use "slot of a cycle" to indicate the th slot of a particular cycle, and "slot " to indicate slot from the arrival slot. Now, if slot one right after the arrival coincides with slot of a cycle, the target user is in service for the first time in slot , which satisfies modulo indivisible by otherwise.
(14) To calculate the delay for the target packet, we need to keep track of the channel evolution from its arriving slot to the ending slot, where it leaves the queue. The probabilities representing channel transitions and transmission outcomes can be put in the matrix form to facilitate the delay analysis. To this end, let us define the following matrices.
• are matrices of order whose elements describe the probability that an arriving packet spends slots in the queue, given that it sees packets waiting in the queue, slot one from the arrival slot coincides with slot of a cycle, the channel state is at the beginning of slot one, and is at the end of slot .
• are matrices of order whose elements represent the probability that packets are successfully transmitted in slots counting from the end of the first service slot (slot ), starting in channel state , and ending in channel state .
• are matrices of order whose elements represent the probability that packets are successfully transmitted in slot , given that there were packets in slot one (there is no transmission from slot one to slot ), the channel state is at the beginning of slot one, and is at the end of slot .
The modeling of delay for an arriving packet to the queue of a low-priority user is illustrated in Fig. 1 . We have the following recursive relations:
Equation (15) captures the case where an arriving packet sees packets waiting in the queue, and the first transmission occurs in slot with successfully transmitted packets. Thus, there are packets in the queue, including the target packet at the end of slot if we turn off the arrival source after the target packet enters the queue. These packets will successfully leave the queue in slots. Equation (16) describes the transmission from the end of slot , where transmissions occur once in each cycle of slots. We also have . Suppose that the delay for an arriving packet is slots (not including the arrival slot). Recall that in slots, the first transmission takes place in slot ( ) from the arrival, and other transmissions occur periodically, once every slots from slot . We can calculate as follows: is divisible by otherwise.
Slot , when the first transmission from the arrival takes place, can be calculated as . We can calculate the corresponding from (14). Let be a -dimensional row vector, whose element is the probability that an arbitrary arriving packet sees packets in the queue, slot one from the arrival coincides with slot of a cycle, and the channel state is at the beginning of slot one. If a batch of ( ) packets enters the queue, the target packet can be at any position in the arriving batch with probability . In fact, if the target packet is at the th position in the arriving batch, there are packets ahead of it in the arriving batch.
Let be a -dimensional row vector whose entry is the probability that an arriving packet sees packets ahead of it, the arrival phase is , slot one coincides with slot of a cycle, and the channel state is at the beginning of slot one. Let denote the probability that there is at least one arriving packet to the queue. Then, can be calculated as follows: (19) (20) where and (each value of results in the corresponding vector for a class-user). For delay analysis, we are interested only in the arriving packets which are admitted into the queue. The probability that an arriving packet sees the full buffer is , where is a column vector of all ones with dimension . Under the admitting condition of the target packet to the queue, let , ( ) be the vector corresponding to .
It is easy to observe that are actually the partitions of where all arrival phases are lumped together. To obtain from , let ( ) be a matrix of size given as blocks blocks where there are groups, each consisting of blocks as indicated above, and is the identity matrix at the th position in each group. Then, we have . The probability that the delay for the target packet is slots (not including the arrival slot) can be written as (21) where . In (21), the summation is limited by , since at most packets can be successfully transmitted in one time slot.
C. Delay Distribution for a High-Priority User
In this section, we derive the delay distribution for an arriving packet to the queue of a high-priority user. For a high-priority user, there are two consecutive service slots (assumed to be the first slot and the second slot in each cycle of slots). If slot one (the first slot right after the arrival slot) coincides with slot of a cycle, the target user is in service for the first time in slot , which can be calculated as modulo (22) Because the target packet and its head-of-line packets can only leave the queue in either slot one or slot two of a cycle, we need to keep track of the transmission outcomes in these two service slots. Also, we have to keep track of the channel evolution during the vacation periods. Again, the channel transition probabilities and transmission outcomes can be captured in matrix forms to ease the analysis. Now, let us define the following matrices.
• are matrices of order whose elements represent the probability that packets are successfully transmitted in slots counting from the end of the first slot of a cycle, starting in channel state in slot one, and ending in channel state in slot .
• are matrices of order whose elements represent the probability that packets are successfully transmitted in slots counting from the end of the second slot of a cycle, starting in channel state in slot one, and ending in channel state in slot . The modeling of delay for an arriving packet to the queue of a high-priority user is illustrated in Fig. 2 . We have the following recursive relations for these matrices:
We can explain the above recursions as follows. Equation (23) describes the case where the first service after the arrival slot occurs in slot , which coincides with slot one of a cycle. Equation (24) represents the case where the first slot after the arrival slot is slot two of a cycle; therefore, the queue is served in this slot. In both cases, if there are packets ahead of the target packet and we turn off the arrival source after the target packet enters the queue, and packets are successfully transmitted in slot , there will be remaining packets which must be transmitted successfully in slots. Equation (25) captures the fact that counting from the end of the second slot of a cycle, the next service occurs slots after that. Equation (26) describes the fact that from the end of the first slot of a cycle, the queue is still in service in the second slot of that cycle (because a high-priority user receives service in slot one and slot two of a cycle).
We know that the target packet may leave the queue in slot one or slot two of a cycle. Suppose that the first slot after the arrival slot coincides with either slot or of a cycle for these two cases, respectively, such that the delay is time slots. The probability that the delay is slots (not including the arrival slot) can be written as follows:
(28) Again, the two sum-terms in (28) are limited by and , since at most packets can be successfully transmitted in one service slot. The values of and depend on , but we have .
D. Extension for the General-Priority Case
In this section, we extend the previous model by considering a more general scenario with more than two service classes. Suppose there are user classes and a class-user receives service slots in one cycle. If there are class-users in the system, a cycle consists of time slots. To analyze the queue corresponding to a class-user, we can assume that it receives service from slot one to slot of a cycle. The state space of the queue corresponding to the class-user is still
The state transition probabilities can be put in the matrix blocks for each level, and the transition matrix of the MC can still be written as in (2) .
The derivations of matrix blocks of the transition matrix for a class-user can be done in the same way as before, where the matrices and can be written as follows:
. 
where there are blocks of rows in these matrices, each of them consisting of rows, which captures the channel evolution in the corresponding time slot of a cycle. In , there are nonzero blocks of rows, which correspond to service slots where packets successfully leave the queue. In , there are nonzero blocks of rows, which capture the channel evolution in the vacation slots. The matrix blocks and can still be calculated as in (11)- (12). To calculate the delay distribution for a class-user, we have to define , ( ) which captures the system evolution from the end of slot of a cycle, where packets are successfully transmitted in slots. Similar recursive relations as in (23)-(27) can be developed, and delay distribution can be calculated where the target packet leaves the queue in one of the service slots of a cycle.
IV. VALIDATION AND APPLICATIONS OF THE QUEUEING MODEL
We assume that the SNR thresholds for the FSMC model are chosen such that PER , and these thresholds are obtained by using the technique outlined in [4] . We assume that , , where are the spectral efficiencies of five transmission modes (see [4, Table II] ). Let and denote the Doppler shift and the time slot interval, respectively; then represents the normalized fading rate of the wireless channel. A two-state Markovian traffic source, which is a special case of BMAP [9] , with the following arrivalstate transition matrix used to obtain the numerical results:
The complementary cumulative delay distributions for users of both classes obtained by simulation and from the analytical model are shown in Fig. 3 . Note that delay for a class-user. As is evident, the simulation results follow the analytical results very closely. It can also be observed that the higher the Doppler shift and/or Nakagami parameter , the lower the delay. The complete delay statistics obtained for both user classes enables us to design and engineer the system under statistical delay constraints. Suppose that we are interested in the "95% delay," which refers to the smallest value of such that delay . One important design problem is how to choose the SNR thresholds for different transmission modes, such that the delay at the radio link layer is minimized. In Fig. 4 , we plot the "95% delay" versus the target PER for different channel parameters. The optimal point is indicated by a " ." Evidently, using the delay statistics, the mode switching thresholds for AMC can be selected to improve the delay performance. The obtained delay statistics can also be used for admission control under statistical delay constraints. Typical numerical results on admission control are shown in Fig. 5 , where one class-one user has already been admitted into the system. Under the constraint delay for a class-one user, the maximum admissible number of class-two users is determined here. With a very strict delay requirement of , no class-two user can be admitted if the average SNR is less than 12 dB, while for , if the average SNR is greater than 11 dB, class-two users can be admitted into the system. In Fig. 6 , we show the variations in "95% delay" for both user classes with the maximum admissible number of class-two users and one class-one user in the system. The achieved "95% delay" for a class-one user is observed to be always smaller than the desired constraint ( ). Since the delay for a class-two user is not constrained, it is quite large for high average SNR.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an analytical framework for radio link-level performance evaluation of a multirate wireless network with WRR scheduling and ARQ-based error control. We have captured the key physical layer and the radio link-layer features in the analytical model. Traffic arrival has been modeled as a BMAP, which allows correlation in the arrival traffic. The probability distributions for queue length and delay have been obtained analytically, and therefore, the impacts of different channel and system parameters on the system performance can be quantified. Based on the obtained results, we have proposed an admission control policy under the statistical delay requirement. Also, a cross-layer design example has been shown to highlight the usefulness of the presented model. In summary, the presented analytical framework would be very useful for cross-layer analysis, design, and optimization of multirate wireless systems.
